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Abstract
Define the sign-real spectral radius of a real n n matrix A as s0.A/ D maxS2S 0.SA/,
where 0.A/ D maxfjjI  a real eigenvalue of A} is the real spectral radius of A and S
denotes the set of signature matrices, i.e. S D fSI jSj D Ig, the absolute value of matrices
being meant entrywise. In this paper we show that linear invertible operators F on the space of
n n real matrices Mn.R/ preserving the sign-real spectral radius are exactly the operators
of the form F.A/ D PTD−1SA.T/DP with P a permutation matrix, D a diagonal matrix and
S a signature matrix. © 1999 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
In [3] a new quantity for real matrices is defined, namely the sign-real spectral
radius. For a real matrix A, the quantity 0.A/ D maxfjjI  a real eigenvalue of A}
is called the real spectral radius of A. If A has no real eigenvalues, 0.A/ D 0 by
definition. Denote byS the set of signature matrices, i.e. the diagonal matrices with
diagonal entries equal to either +1 or −1. The sign-real spectral radius of a real
matrix A is defined by
s0.A/ D max
S2S
0.SA/:
In this paper we investigate those linear operators F on Mn.R/ (the space of real
n nmatrices), which preserve the sign-real spectral radius. These are the operators,
for which s0.F .A// D s0.A/ for all A 2 Mn.R/.
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The sign-real spectral radius of the real n n matrix A has the following proper-
ties (see [3, Lemma 2.1]):
1. If AT denotes the transpose of the matrix A, then s0.A
T/ D s0.A/.
2. For S1 and S2 being signature matrices, s0.S1AS2/ D s0.A/.
3. For a permutation matrix P, s0.P TAP/ D s0.A/.
4. For a nonsingular diagonal matrix D, s0.D
−1AD/ D s0.A/ and s0.DA/D s0.AD/.
5. If A is a triangular matrix and Aii are the diagonal entries of the matrix A, then
s0.A/ D maxi jAii j.
From these properties it follows that the operator either of the form F.A/ D
P TD−1SADP orF.A/ D P TD−1SATDP for all A will preserve the sign-real spec-
tral radius. It is the aim of this paper to show that the opposite proves to be true as
well.
Theorem 1. An invertible linear operator F on Mn.R/ satisfies
s0.F .A// D s0.A/ f or all A 2 Mn.R/
if and only if F is either of the form
F.A/ D P TD−1SADP (1)
or
F.A/ D P TD−1SATDP (2)
for some permutation matrix P; some regular diagonal matrix D and some signature
matrix S.
The following further properties of sign-real spectral radius will be used in the
proof of Theorem 1 (see [3, Corollary 2.4 and Theorem 2.7]).
Lemma 1. The sign-real spectral radius of any principal submatrix of a real matrix
A cannot exceed the sign-real spectral radius of the matrix A itself.
Lemma 2. For a real matrix A; s0.A/ D 0 if and only if A is permutationally similar
to a strictly upper triangular matrix.
Corollary 1. If s0.A/ D 0; then A is nilpotent.
In the proof of Theorem 1 we will also need the following theorem (see [2,
Theorems 1 and 2]).
Theorem 2. If N is a linear subspace of Mn.R/ consisting of nilpotent matrices;
the dimension ofN cannot exceed n.n− 1/=2; the dimension of the space of strictly
upper triangular matrices. If the dimension ofN is n.n− 1/=2; thenN is triangu-
larizable.
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2. Proof of Theorem 1
Let us introduce first some subspaces of Mn.R/. Designate by D the space of
diagonal matrices and by Dk (D−k , respectively) the space of matrices, whose only
nonzero entries are on the kth upper (lower, respectively) diagonal, i.e., for 1 6 k 6
n− 1
A 2 Dk , Aij D 0 if j − i =D k
and
A 2 D−k , Aij D 0 if i − j =D k:
Accordingly, letTk (T−k , respectively) denote the space of matrices having nonzero
entries only on and above (below, respectively) the kth upper (lower, respectively)
diagonal, i.e., for 1 6 k 6 n− 1
A 2Tk , Aij D 0 if j − i < k
and
A 2T−k , Aij D 0 if i − j < k:
In the special case k D 1, the space T1 (T−1, respectively) is the space of strictly
upper triangular (strictly lower triangular, respectively) matrices.
Suppose now F is an invertible operator on Mn.R/ that preserves the sign-real
spectral radius. In order to show that the operator F is either of the form (1) or (2),
let us proceed step-wise as follows:
Step 1. There exists a permutation matrix P such that the space of strictly up-
per triangular matrices T1 is invariant under both the operator P TF./P and its
inverse.
Proof of Step 1. The space of strictly upper triangular matrices T1 is the space
of nilpotents of maximal dimension n.n− 1/=2. For each T 2T1; s0.T / D 0. So,
s0.F .T // D 0 and F.T / is permutationally similar to a strictly upper triangular mat-
rix (Lemma 2), thus nilpotent. Since F is a bijection, the space F.T1/ D fF.T /I T 2
T1g is the space of nilpotents of maximal dimension n.n− 1/=2 and therefore
simultaneously triangularizable (Theorem 2). Thus, there exists a nonsingular (real)
matrix B such that the operator B−1F./B represents a bijection of the space T1.
Next we show that the matrix B can be assumed to be a permutation matrix.
Choose a matrix T 2T1 such that B−1F.T /B is of rank n− 1 and let P denote
the permutation matrix, for which P−1F.T /P is strictly upper triangular. Then
P−1F.T /P and B−1F.T /B are strictly upper triangular matrices of rank n− 1
and therefore upper triangularly similar to each other. So, there is an invertible
upper triangular matrix C such that P−1F.T /P D C−1.B−1F.T /B/C. It follows
that .P−1BC/.P−1F.T /P / D .P−1F.T /P /.P−1BC/. Since P−1BC commutes
with the upper triangular matrix P−1F.T /P of rank n− 1, it must be an upper
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triangular matrix, say C1. This implies that B D PD, with P a permutation matrix
andD D C1C−1 an upper triangular matrix.
Now, let T be an arbitrary strictly upper triangular matrix. As we know,B−1F.T /
B D .PD/−1F.T /.PD/ is a strictly upper triangular matrix, and so isP−1F.T /P D
DB−1F.T /BD−1. Thus we found the permutation matrix P such that PTF.T /P 2
T1 for all T 2T1.
Since B−1F./B is a bijection of the space T1, the same proves to be true for
the operator P TF./P . Consequently, the inverse operator F−1.P ./P T/ also maps
strictly upper triangular matrices into strictly upper triangular matrices. 
Since P TF./P preserves the sign-real spectral radius iff F does, we will assume
from now on with no loss of generality that the operator F maps strictly upper
triangular matrices into strictly upper triangular matrices.
The operator F−1 satisfies the same assumptions: it preserves the sign-real spec-
tral radius and it maps strictly upper triangular matrices into strictly upper triangular
matrices. As a consequence, all further steps are valid for both, the operator F and
the operator F−1. In the sequel the corresponding statements for the operator F−1
will be omitted, though some of them will be used in subsequent proofs.
Step 2. The operator F maps strictly lower triangular matrices into strictly lower
triangular matrices.
Proof of Step 2. First we show the validity of the statement for full strictly lower
triangular matrices, i.e. the matrices V, for which Vij =D 0 for i > j and Vij D 0 for
i 6 j . For such a matrix V, s0.V / D 0. Let us assume that the image F.V / of V
is the sum of some strictly lower triangular matrix V 0 and some nonzero strictly
upper triangular matrix T 0. (The diagonal entries of F.V / are 0, because F.V / is
permutationally similar to a strictly upper triangular matrix.) The inverse image T
of T 0 is a nonzero, strictly upper triangular matrix by Step 1. Now, F.V − T / D
F.V /− F.T / D V 0:s0.V 0/ D 0 because V 0 2T−1, but s0.V − T / =D 0 if T is a
nonzero, strictly upper triangular matrix. A contradiction.
It is easy to see that every strictly lower triangular matrix is a sum of two full
strictly lower triangular matrices, and so its image is the sum of two strictly lower
triangular matrices, thus a strictly lower triangular matrix. 
Step 3. The operator F maps diagonal matrices into diagonal matrices.
Let Eij denote the matrix whose entry in the position .i; j/ is equal to 1, and
whose all other entries are equal to 0.
Proof of Step 3. Take the basis diagonal element Eii for some 1 6 i 6 n, and
suppose
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F.Eii/ D
0BBB@
d1 t12    t1n
v21 d2    t2n
:::
vn1 vn2    dn
1CCCA D V 0i CD0i C T 0i ;
where V 0i is the lower triangle, D0i the diagonal and T 0i is the upper triangle of the
image F.Eii/.
Let us first show that the lower triangle V 0i D 0. The matrices Ti D F−1.−T 0i /
and Zjk D F−1.Ejk/; j < k, are strictly upper triangular (Step 1), so Eii C Ti C
Zjk is (not strictly) upper triangular and s0.Eii C Ti C Zjk/ is equal to s0.Eii/.
Therefore s0.Eii C Ti C Zjk/ D 1 for all  2 R. In order the sign-real spectral
radius of the matrix
F.Eii C Ti C Zjk/ D
0BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
d1                0
:::
.
.
.
:::
::: dj 
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
::: vkj dk
:::
:::
.
.
.
:::
vn1                dn
1CCCCCCCCCCCCCA
does not exceed 1, the sign-real spectral radius of its principal 2 2 submatrix 
dj 
vkj dk
!
must note exceed 1 (Lemma 1). Since s0.A/ >
pjbcj for a 2 2 matrix
A D
 
a b
c d
!
;
this is possible (for all  2 R) only if vkj D 0. Thus we proved that F.Eii/ D D0i C
T 0i ; i D 1; 2; : : : ; n.
Now the process can be repeated symmetrically in order to show that the upper
triangle T 0i D 0. 
We thus have
F.Eii/ 2 D; i D 1; 2; : : : ; n
or, because for a diagonal matrix D, s0.D/ D max16m6n jDmmj
F.Eii/ D d1E11 C d2E22 C    C dnEnn; max
16m6n
jdmj D 1:
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Step 4. The operator F permutes the diagonal entries of a matrix and; eventually;
changes their signs; i.e.; there exists a permutation  2 Sn such that the image of
every diagonal basis element Eii equals F.Eii/ D E.i/ .i/:
Remark. Later (Step 7) the permutation  will be specified to be either the identity
or the inversion of order.
Proof of Step 4. Let us choose 1 6 i; j 6 n; i =D j . Further, let
F.Eii/ D a1E11 C    C anEnn; max
m
jamj D 1
and
F.Ejj / D b1E11 C    C bnEnn; max
m
jbmj D 1:
Suppose jakj D 1 for some 1 6 k 6 n. Then
F.Eii C Ejj / D .a1 C b1/E11 C    C .1C bk/Ekk C    C .an C bn/Enn
and
F.Eii − Ejj / D .a1 − b1/E11 C    C .1− bk/Ekk C    C .an − bn/Enn:
Since s0.F .Eii C Ejj // D s0.Eii C Ejj / D 1 and s0.F .Eii − Ejj // D s0.Eii −
Ejj/ D 1 we must have j  1C bkj 6 1 and j  1− bkj 6 1, which gives bk D 0.
It follows that in the position .k; k/, where the image of Eii is supposed to have the
value C1 or −1, the images of all other diagonal basis elements Ejj have the value
0. Since the image of every diagonal basis element must have one of the diagonal
entries equal to 1 or −1, the assertion follows. 
Further steps will be proved for upper triangles only. The corresponding assertions
for the lower triangles can be carried out in the same way. For the sake of clarity, in
the sequel we will separate the compound double indices such as ii C 1, etc by a
comma.
In the following step we will prove that the maximal rank .n− 1/ of a strictly
upper triangular matrix is preserved by the operator F.
Step 5. For a strictly upper or a strictly lower triangular matrix T; rank T D n− 1
if and only if rank F.T / D n− 1.
Remark. For a matrix T 2T1, the condition rank T D n− 1 is equivalent to the
fact that all entries on the first upper diagonal are nonzero and the condition rank
T 6 n− 2 is equivalent to saying that there exists a zero on the first upper diagonal
of T.
Proof of Step 5. Assume rank T D n− 1 and rank F.T / 6 n− 2. Suppose the
.i; i C 1/ entry of the matrix F.T / equals 0 for some 1 6 i 6 n− 1. Consider the
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matrix F.T /C EiC1;i and its inverse image F−1.F .T /C EiC1;i/ D T C F−1
.EiC1;i/ D T C ZiC1;i . Since rank T D n− 1 by assumption, andZiC1;i is a nonzero
strictly lower triangular matrix (Step 2 for F−1), s0.T C ZiC1;i/ =D 0, which contra-
dicts s0.F .T /C EiC1;i/ D 0.
Interchanging the roles of operators F and F−1 proves Step 5 in the opposite
direction. 
Consider now the images of the first upper diagonal and the first lower diagonal.
Step 6. The basis element Ei;iC1 .i D 1; 2; : : : ; n− 1/ of the first upper diagonal
D1 is mapped to
F.Ei;iC1/ D i;iC1E1.i/;1.i/C1 C T1i ;
where i;iC1 =D 0; the permutation 1 2 Sn−1 and T1i 2T2.
Remark. The rough meaning of the above assertion is that the first upper diagonal is
imaged into the permuted first upper diagonal plus something above it. The allowed
values for i;iC1 will be found later. Later (Step 9) it will also be shown that the
matrix T1i D 0.
Step 60. The basis element EiC1;i .i D 1; 2; : : : ; n− 1/ of the first lower diagonal
D−1 is mapped to
F.EiC1;i/ D iC1;iE−1.i/C1;−1.i/ C T−1i;
where iC1;i =D 0, the permutation −1 2 Sn−1 and T−1i 2T−2
Proof of Step 6. Since the maximal rank n− 1 of the matrices fromD1 is preserved
by the operator F (Step 5), Step 6 will be proved, if we show that the image of each
basis element Ei;iC1 has exactly one nonzero entry on the first upper diagonal. In
order to show it, consider the first upper diagonal matrices
n−1X
mD1
Em;mC1; Ei;iC1 and
n−1X
mD1
m=Di
Em;mC1
for some 1 6 i 6 n− 1, whose images are strictly upper triangular. Let
F
 
n−1X
mD1
Em;mC1
!
D
n−1X
mD1
mEm;mC1 C T; T 2T2: (3)
Since the rank n− 1 is preserved, m =D 0 .m D 1; 2; : : : ; n− 1/. Take the matrix
n−1X
mD1
m=Di
Em;mC1;
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which is of rank n− 2, and let
F
0BB@n−1X
mD1
m=Di
Em;mC1
1CCA D n−1X
mD1
mEm;mC1 C T; T 2T2: (4)
Because the rank cannot increase to n− 1, at least one of the coefficients m must
be 0.
We show first that assuming more than one of the coefficients m to be 0 leads to
a contradiction. Let j D k D 0 for some 1 6 j; k 6 n− 1; j =D k. Then, because
of (3) and (4)
F.Ei;iC1/ D jEj;jC1 C kEk;kC1 C
n−1X
mD1
m=Dj;k
γmEm;mC1 C T1i; T1i 2T2:
Look at the inverse images F−1.Ej;jC1/ and F−1.Ek;kC1/.
(i) If one of the inverse images, say F−1.Ej;jC1/, has a nonzero value in the place
.i; i C 1/, we get to a contradiction (by Step 5) in the following way. For some
c 2 R, the rank of the matrix
c
n−1X
mD1
m=Di
Em;mC1 C F−1.Ej;jC1/
is n− 1 and the rank of its image
c
n−1X
mD1
m=Dj;k
mEm;mC1 C Ej;jC1 C cT
is less than n− 1.
(ii) It remains to treat the case when both of the inverse images F−1.Ej;jC1/ and
F−1.Ek;kC1/ have the zero value in the place .i; i C 1/. Consider the matrix
c
n−1X
mD1
m=Di
Em;mC1 C Ei;iC1 C F−1.−jEj;jC1/
of rank n− 1 (for some c 2 R) and its image
n−1X
mD1
m=Dj;k
.cm C γm/Em;mC1 C kEk;kC1 C .cT C T1i /;
which is of rank less than n− 1.
Thus, in (4) there must be j D 0 for some 1 6 j 6 n− 1, and m =D 0 ifm =D j .
Consequently, because of (3) and (4) again
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F.Ei;iC1/ D jEj;jC1 C
n−1X
mD1
m=Dj
γmEm;mC1 C T1i ; T1i 2T2:
Next we show that all coefficients γm D 0; 1 6 m 6 n− 1; m =D j . If there existed
γk =D 0 for some 1 6 k 6 n− 1; k =D j , we could (again) construct a matrix
n−1X
mD1
m=Di
Em;mC1 − k
γk
Ei;iC1
of rank n− 1, whose image
n−1X
mD1
m=Dj;k

m − k
γk
γm

Em;mC1 − k
γk
jEj;jC1 C

T − k
γk
T1i

would be of rank less than n− 1. 
Step 7. The permutation ; acting on diagonal elements (Step 4) and the permuta-
tions 1 and −1; acting on the elements of the first upper and lower diagonals (Step
6) are; simultaneously; either the identity permutations or the order reversions.
Proof of Step 7. In order to show that 1 D −1, let us choose 1 6 i; j 6 n− 1
and consider the matrix Ei;iC1 C EjC1;j . If i =D j , then s0.Ei;iC1 C EjC1;j / D 0.
By Step 6 and Step 60, its image is F.Ei;iC1 C EjC1;j / D i;iC1E1.i/;1.i/C1 C
jC1;jE−1.j/C1;−1.j/ C .T1i C T−1j /. If 1.i/ D −1.j/, the sign-real spectral ra-
dius of its principal 2 2 submatrix
s0
 
0 i;iC1
jC1;j 0
!
=D 0;
which is a contradiction by Lemma 1. Thus, if 1.i/ D −1.j/, then i D j , which
means that 1 D −1.
To specify the permutations  2 Sn and 1 2 Sn−1, consider the matrix Eii C
Ej;jC1 C EjC1;j . If i =D j and if i =D j C 1, then s0.Eii C Ej;jC1 C EjC1;j / D 1.
If its image is
F.Eii C Ej;jC1 C EjC1;j /DE.i/; .i/ C j;jC1E1.j/;1.j/C1
C jC1;jE1.j/C1;1.j/ C .T1j C T−1j /
and if .i/ D 1.j/ or .i/ D 1.j/C 1, then the sign-real spectral radius of the
principal 2 2 submatrix 1 j;jC1
jC1;j 0
!
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or  
0 j;jC1
jC1;j 1
!
exceeds 1, and so s0.F .Eii C Ej;jC1 C EjC1;j // > 1. Consequently, the images of
the adjacent elements Eii; Ei;iC1; Ei−1;i ; Ei;i−1 and EiC1;i.1 < i < n/ must have
nonzero values on the adjacent places on the diagonal, on the first upper and on the
first lower diagonal. These are possible only if the permutations  and 1 are the
identity permutations, or if they are order reversions. 
For the tridiagonal matrix A, the simultaneous order reversion of entries on the
three central diagonals means the transformation
A 7! LATL; where L D
0BBBBBB@
0 0    1
  
  
  
0 1    0
1 0    0
1CCCCCCA : (5)
Since this transformation is of the form (2), we will assume from now on that the
above permutations ( and 1 D −1) are the identities.
Further, since F
(Pn
iD1 Eii
 DPniD1Eii , there is a signature matrix S such that
F.S/ D I . For an arbitrary matrix A, the diagonal entries of the matrix SA are kept
fixed by the operator F. Since the operator F.S.// preserves the sign-real spectral
radius together with the operator F, we will assume also that the operator F keeps
the diagonal entries fixed.
We thus have with no loss of generality that the image of the diagonal basis
element is
F.Eii/ D Eii .i D 1; 2; : : : ; n/;
and that the images of the basis elements on the first upper and lower diagonals are
F.Ei;iC1/ D i;iC1Ei;iC1 C T1i; T1i 2T2 .i D 1; 2; : : : ; n− 1/ (6)
and
F.EiC1;i/ D iC1;iEiC1;i C T−1i ; T−1i 2T−2 .i D 1; 2; : : : ; n− 1/ (60)
Next we show that the basis elements of the kth .1 < k < n/ upper and lower
diagonals are imaged in the same way.
Step 8. The basis element Ei;iCk of the spaceDk is mapped to
F.Ei;iCk/ D i;iCkEi;iCk C Tki;
where Tki 2TkC1 and i;iCk =D 0 .i D 1; 2; : : : ; n− k/; and the basis element
EiCk;i of the spaceD−k is mapped to
F.EiCk;i/ D iCk;iEiCk;i C T−ki;
where T−ki 2T−.kC1/ and iCk;i =D 0 .i D 1; 2; : : : ; n− k/.
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Proof of Step 8. In order to prove Step 8, we will successively show (as in the case
k D 1):
1. The spaces of smaller triangular matrices Tk and T−k are invariant under the
operator F.
2. For a matrix A 2Tk or A 2T−k , rank A D n− k if and only if rank F.A/ D
n− k.
3. The basis element ofDk is mapped to
F.Ei;iCk/ D i;iCkEk.i/;k.i/Ck C Tki; Tki 2TkC1; k 2 Sn−k;
and the basis element ofD−k is mapped to
F.EiCk;i/ D iCk;iE−k.i/Ck;−k.i/ C T−ki; T−ki 2T−.kC1/; −k 2 Sn−k:
4. The above permutations k and −k are the identities.
To prove the first assertion we need to use our knowledge about the imaging of
D1 andD−1, and the proofs of the next three assertions will be similar to the proofs
of Steps 5–7.
(1) The first assertion will be proved, if we show that each basis elementEi;iCk of
the space Dk is mapped into the space Tk . Assuming the opposite, there is a basis
element Ei;iCk ofDk , for which
F.Ei;iCk/ D
n−rX
pD1
nX
qDpCr
xpqEpq;
where xj;jCr =D 0 for some 1 6 j 6 n− r and 1 6 r < k. Take a matrix
jCr−1X
mDj
EmC1;m C Ei;iCk:
As we know,
s0
0@jCr−1X
mDj
EmC1;m C Ei;iCk
1A D 0:
By assumption and (60),
F
0@jCr−1X
mDj
EmC1;m C Ei;iCk
1A
D
jCr−1X
mDj
mC1;mEmC1;m C V C
n−rX
pD1
nX
qDpCr
xpqEpq
where mC1;m =D 0 .m D 1; 2; : : : ; j C r − 1/,
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V D
nX
pD3
p−2X
qD1
vpqEpq 2T−2:
The sign-real spectral radius of its .r C 1/ .r C 1/ principal submatrix
s0
0BBBBBBBBBBBB@
0 0       xj;jCr
jC1;j 0  
vjC2;j jC2;jC1   
     
     
     
     
  jCr−1;jCr−2 0 0
vjCr;j      vjCr;jCr−2 jCr;jCr−1 0
1CCCCCCCCCCCCA
=D 0:
(2) Assume first rank A D n− k and rank F.A/ < n− k. Then the (i,i+k) entry
of the matrix A; Ai;iCk =D 0 for all i 2 f1; 2; : : : ; n− kg, and the (j,j+k) entry of the
matrix F.A/; F .A/j;jCk D 0 for some j 2 f1; 2; : : : ; n− kg. To get a contradiction,
consider the matrix F.A/C EjCk;j , whose sign-real spectral radius is 0, and its
inverse image (by Assertion 1 for F−1) is
AC
n−kX
qD1
nX
pDqCk
xpqEpq; where xrCk;r =D 0
for some 1 6 r 6 n− k: (There must be a nonzero element xrCk; r on the kth lower
diagonal, because in the opposite case F−1.EjCk;j / 2T−.kC1/ and F.F−1
.EjCk;j // D EjCk;j 2T−.kC1/ by Assertion 1, which is a contradiction.) We can
see that the inverse image contains the 22 submatrix 
0 Ar;rCk
xrCk;r 0
!
;
whose sign-real spectral radius is different from 0.
The proof of the opposite direction can be carried out in the same way, interchanging
the roles of the operators F and F−1.
(3) Since the maximal rank of the matrix T 2Tk is preserved by the operator F,
the third statement can be proved in the same way as Step 6, considering the matrices
n−kX
mD1
Em;mCk;
n−kX
mD1
m=Di
Em;mCk and Ei;iCk .1 6 i 6 n− k/
in place of
n−1X
mD1
Em;mC1;
n−1X
mD1
m=Di
Em;mC1 and Ei;iC1 .1 6 i 6 n− 1/;
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and making the same assumptions about them.
(4) The proof of the fourth statement is similar to the proof of Step 7. Comparing
the sign-real spectral radius of the matrixEi;iCk C EjCk;j .1 6 i; j 6 n− k/ and its
image
i;iCkEk.i/;k.i/Ck C jCk;jE−k.j/Ck;−k.j/ C .Tki C T−kj /
proves that k D −k . In order to show that the permutation kis the identity, consider
the matrix
Eii C Ej;jCk C EjCk;j
and its image
Eii C j;jCkEk.j/;k.j/Ck C jCk;jEk.j/Ck;k.j/ C .Tkj C T−kj /:
As in the second part of the proof of Step 7 we can see that
F.Ei−k;i/ D i−k;iEi−k;i C Tk;i−k .k C 1 6 i 6 n/
and
F.Ei;iCk/ D i;iCkEi;iCk C Tki .1 6 i 6 n− k/;
which gives the desired result. 
Step 9. The operator F maps the kth upper diagonal into the kth upper diagonal
.k D 1; 2; : : : ; n− 1/.
Step 90. The operator F maps the kth lower diagonal into the kth lower diagonal
.k D 1; 2; : : : ; n− 1/.
Step 9 will follow from proving a more specific statement about the image of the
basis element Ei;iCk ofDk; namely
F.Ei;iCk/ D i;iCkEi;iCk; i;iCk =D 0:
Proof of Step 9. We already know (Step 8) that
F.Ei;iCk/ D i;iCkEi;iCk C
n−k−1X
pD1
nX
qDpCkC1
xpqEpq:
If the statement is not correct, there is xmj =D 0; j −m > k. Take the matrix Ej;m C
Ei;iCk , whose sign-real spectral radius is 0. The sign-real spectral radius of its image
F.Ej;m C Ei;iCk/Dj;mEj;m C i;iCkEi;iCk C Tm−j;m
C
n−k−1X
pD1
nX
qDpCkC1
xpqEpq; Tm−j;m 2Tm−j−1
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is not zero, because the sign-real spectral radius of its principal 22 submatrix
s0
 
0 xmj
jm 0
!
=D 0: 
Let us summarise the above steps.
If A 2 Mn.R/ and F preserves the sign-real spectral radius, then F.A/ D H  A,
where  denotes the Hadamard product of matrices, and the matrix H D .ij / with
ij =D 0 and ii D 1. If E represents the matrix whose all entries are equal to 1, then
H D F.E/.
In order to determine the entries ij .i =D j/, investigate the matrices of the formPk
jD1 Eij ;ijC1 , where the indices i1; i2; : : : ; ikC1 D i1 form a cycle of length k; 2 6
k 6 n (see [1] for definition). Since
F
0@ kX
jD1
Eij ;ijC1
1A D kX
jD1
ij ;ijC1Eij ;ijC1
and
F
0@ kX
jD1
Eij ;ij C
kX
jD1
Eij ;ijC1
1A D kX
jD1
Eij ;ij C
kX
jD1
ij ;ijC1Eij ;ijC1 ;
in order the operator F preserves the sign-real spectral radius, all the corresponding
cyclic products
Qk
jD1 ij ;ijC1 of the matrix H must have the value C1.
Thus, the matrix H must be of the form H D D−1ED, where D is an arbitrary
nonsingular diagonal matrix. Consequently, F.A/ D D−1AD for all A 2 Mn.R/.
Combining the above operator F with the permutation P, obtained in Step 1 and,
eventually, with the transformation (5) and multiplication by a suitable signature
matrix S, gives the desired result. 
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